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QUESTION 1

A company receives a subpoena for email that is four years old. Which of the following should the company consult to
determine if it can provide the email in question? 

A. Data retention policy 

B. Business continuity plan 

C. Backup and archive processes 

D. Electronic inventory 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A corporation has Research and Development (RandD) and IT support teams, each requiring separate networks with
independent control of their security boundaries to support department objectives. The corporation\\'s Information
Security Officer (ISO) is responsible for providing firewall services to both departments, but does not want to increase
the hardware footprint within the datacenter. Which of the following should the ISO consider to provide the independent
functionality required by each department\\'s IT teams? 

A. Put both departments behind the firewall and assign administrative control for each department to the corporate
firewall. 

B. Provide each department with a virtual firewall and assign administrative control to the physical firewall. 

C. Put both departments behind the firewall and incorporate restrictive controls on each department\\'s network. 

D. Provide each department with a virtual firewall and assign appropriate levels of management for the virtual device. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following should be used with caution because of its ability to provide access to block level data instead of
file level data? 

A. CIFS 

B. NFS 

C. iSCSI 

D. NAS 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A new piece of ransomware got installed on a company\\'s backup server which encrypted the hard drives containing
the OS and backup application configuration but did not affect the deduplication data hard drives. During the incident
response, the company finds that all backup tapes for this server are also corrupt. Which of the following is the
PRIMARY concern? 

A. Determining how to install HIPS across all server platforms to prevent future incidents 

B. Preventing the ransomware from re-infecting the server upon restore 

C. Validating the integrity of the deduplicated data 

D. Restoring the data will be difficult without the application configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

As a cost saving measure, a company has instructed the security engineering team to allow all consumer devices to be
able to access the network. They have asked for recommendations on what is needed to secure the enterprise, yet offer
the most flexibility in terms of controlling applications, and stolen devices. Which of the following is BEST suited for the
requirements? 

A. MEAP with Enterprise Appstore 

B. Enterprise Appstore with client-side VPN software 

C. MEAP with TLS 

D. MEAP with MDM 

Correct Answer: D 
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